
Violet Class’ 
Amazing Monday 
Achievements! 



Anna has created a very 
professional poster! 



Anna has stuck to the brief 
very well!   

Emily has been very 
clever with her artwork 
– and has enjoyed a 

biscuit too! 



Sam D has made a cool 
cauli-turtle!   

Maisie 
has 

created a 
Banksy 
style 

everyday 
art! 



James S has used paperclips 
cleverly today! 

Max has been very 
creative with his everyday 

object! 



Charlie has been busy 
creating art with his everyday 

objects! 

Dan has shown the sky’s 
the limit with his 

everyday object today! 



Jonny has been using apples 
to create his circus juggler 

art! 

Lola has used kitchen 
objects in her artwork. 
Love the curly hair! 



Jamie A has used an orange 
to create a classic story! 

Kayla has used her 
imagination with these 

bike scissors! 



Sam S has been smiley with 
the scissors today! 

Jaime made art out of 
herself as well as the 

everyday objects! 



Laura has created two images 
for her artwork today! 



Anna has watched the video 
link and learned all about 
Frida Kahlo’s life and art. 

Max has found out 
some really interesting 
information about Frida 

and Diego’s life! 



Charlie had created his 
Powerpoint about Frida’s life 

and work! 

Jonny has chosen to do 
a detailed double-page 
spread about Frida 

today! 



Lola has created a detailed 
Powerpoint about Frida’s 

background! 

Sam has created a 
video presentation of 

Frida Kahlo! 



Maisie has created a double 
page spread all about Frida! 

Laura has done her 
research on Frida 

Kahlo! 



James has been busy reading 
about the Ancient Americans. 

Charlie has also been 
busy on Epic, as has 

Dan! 



James S, Kayla, Sam S, 
Maisie, Dan and Charlie have 
completed all of their  maths 

today! 



Dan’s been keeping up with 
his guitar practice! 

Jamie A has been helping his 
sister with her time work too! 

Sam and his family 
have been busy 

exercising! 



Lola had a lovely afternoon 
tea in the garden for VE Day! 

Anna had a pretty tea 
party too! 


